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Chapter 4
Poetry, Passion, and History
Marina Tsvetayeva

The Inscription of Passion in Writing

I want to work on passion as path and on the encounter, perhaps the straggle,
between passion and history. All this, for me, goes through the inscription of
passion in writing. In the ensemble of texts one can choose from, a certain number
burn either positively or negatively, with love or regret. At the intersection of
passion, history, and writing, the texts of some Russian women poets are the most
compelling. Marina Tsvetayeva and Anna Akhmatova write toward the individual
but also toward what I will not call the masses, since the word is synonymous with
death —and if I use it, it is because these women function in a Soviet space —but
perhaps toward what one could call a crowd, or a society. The two women are
turned toward each person and each individual but also toward what can become a
totality, and a mortal one at that.

I am interested in the intersection between poetry and history. How does his-
tory make its path in a poetic work? We rarely see history in a literary text since it
is so hard to deal with. Perhaps poetry does not know how to say or utter history. I
only suggest this as a possibility. Or is poetry something stronger, something even
more dangerous? History simply smothers and squashes. Yet some books show
that one can remain poetic in the very midst of history.

My remarks could be entitled, with an expression borrowed from the Russian
poet Osip Mandelstam, "The Noise of Time." Mandelstam died in exile, in a
camp. He simply disappeared, as if he had reached a time when one also loses
one's death, something that one generally keeps. When Akhmatova says, in one of
her poems written in 1921,

no
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Everything is plundered, betrayed, sold
Death's great black wing scrapes the air,
Misery gnaws to the bone.
Why then do we not despair?

And she answers by saying:

And the miraculous comes so close
to the ruined, dirty houses
something not known to anyone at all
But wild in our breast for centuries.'

I think of these generations, whose desire was a nostalgia of the unknown, of what
no longer exists, or of what now only exists in books. Those who are born after the
loss of paradise must have an extraordinary sense of life and of the miraculous.
We can read Akhmatova's lines in the shimmer of a light that comes from origins
we can never know. It comes from the heart, but we may wonder at times how the
heart keeps on beating.

From path to path, I also want to work on journeys. Any journey is a metaphor
of all journeys at all times. Our tourist era continuously sets out on journeys. Each
time, if we worked on the journey we are undertaking, we would find in it thou-
sands of different journeys. It is always a flight of some kind, a flight toward
another life. It is another life, a death, an oblivion, a recalling, and a search. We
know that when we change countries we also change hearts. In the nineteenth
century, Flaubert, Nerval, and others left for the end of the world, then they came
back to write in French. A journey may be one of affinity. We go to the countries
we carry deep down in our hearts. Often we arrive at ourselves far from ourselves.
Inversely, we can travel away from ourselves. I would like to work, step by step,
on texts that travel through infinite inner spaces even if they cross a limited physi-
cal space.

Many poets develop a sense of positive loss, like Clarice Lispector, or Anna
Akhmatova, in whose poetry we read of something never lost at the very bottom of
loss, or Marina Tsvetayeva, in whose texts the stakes are something that she never
had. Theirs are all texts of despair, that is, of hope. Elsewhere I have shown how
the same happened in a much more novelistic way, fleshed out in the work of
someone such as Karen Blixen.

If I insist on the point, it is because it can be said that human beings are not
always good. Let us call the world around us "noise machines," in opposition to
Mandelstam's "noise of time." We listen to the radio, watch television; we read
the newspaper and we can say that the noise of machines is invading everywhere.
Even an organization like Greenpeace is just another noise machine from which
one cannot imagine that justice or truth will appear. The noise machines are more
and more sonorous. The air in which we breathe life is given over to values that
are the death of humankind, that arc low-level, oriented by speculation, money,
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and profit. In the milieu of the media, people are entirely governed by the obliga-
tion to create scandals. Scandal is what sells. In place of the word, reflection, or
thought, we need noise. The public has to be satisfied. The public is not stupid, the
institutional powers are. But the media spirit has even infiltrated the halls of the
university.

Therefore I want to plant some paths, some slowness, some trees, some
thought and silence. The texts that accompany me on this journey work on this
inside of an outside, on an inside-outside. Marina Tsvetayeva does both at once.
Underneath a worldly surface, we can find in her oeuvre a woman full of wealth,
an extraordinary tapestry, a writing gathering thousands of signs.

I am bothered by the word "journey," despite its occurrence everywhere in the
texts I gathered, where it means much more a journey into the self. These texts
make us travel so that from an apparently immobile contemplation we are led to
infinite discoveries.

Many texts inscribe very strongly something of a path in writing, or a writing
that advances like a path. All the texts speak of a need, a desire, or, to borrow one
of Rilke's terms, a quest for direction. They all speak with insistence of a going
toward, or of an active orientation. It is this movement toward something or some-
body that opens what I would call "being in the direction of chance." Life can
happen to us only in an instant, like in a flash of lightning, and only on condition
that we be open to it and move toward it. It is felt as more than life, as an excessive
overflow of life, as life unlimiting itself, leaping, opening toward (to quote
Akhmatova) "the miraculous . . . not known to anyone at all." It may be death
itself, not a sad death, but the passage toward more than the self, toward another
than the self, toward the other.

If you follow me perhaps you will lose yourself, but if you do, you are follow-
ing me. To find one has to lose, one finds only by losing. For Clarice Lispector, the
other is the unknown, the nonself. To find is also to lose the self. While advancing,
I am playing to find while losing. A thousand poets promise that if we lose our-
selves—and we must —there always remains the path. That's what Heidegger
told us in his Holzwege, his paths that lead nowhere. We have to let the path work.

The philosophical text (though it may be close to the poetic text, contrary to
what one could say) does not let go, does not want to lose. The philosopher takes
back what he has lost and gathers it in a noun. He has to capture, to plant. This
gesture leads to proper names that are quite abstract and that capture the path.

In Heidegger's Holzwege, a long text on Rilke is titled with a quotation from
Holderlin's poem "Bread and Wine": "What are poets for?"2 "What are poets
for in a destitute time?" becomes a kind of theorem in the text. Heidegger pro-
duces a semantic gathering (103-4) around Weg (way), Wagen (wagon), wagen
(to risk), Wagnis (risk), wagen, wegen (to make a way), bewagen (to bring into
motion). Wage (balance) implied danger, since any movement was associated with
danger. What weighs is also taken in this ensemble, since it sets into movement.
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The most beautiful of them all is the notion of wagen (risk). Risk is the other word
for life. Following Heidegger, we can say that being is without shelter (sans abri),
without protection, but salvation is precisely in risk.

What saves us, Heidegger tells us, is to be without shelter. This sounds like a
paradox. Yet risk keeps possibility in our lives open. Some of the best and stron-
gest texts are those that have been written without shelter—for example, that of
Etty Hillesum, who wrote her diary in the camps. Because she was confronted
with death, she discovered in the very short space between 1941 and 1943 the
secret of living. She writes: "I have already suffered a thousand deaths in a thou-
sand concentration camps. I know everything and nothing anguishes me anymore.
One way or another, I know it all. And, however, T find this life beautiful and rich
with meaning. At every instant." Or else: "One day when there is no more barbed
wire left in the world, you must come and see my room. It is so beautiful and
peaceful. T spend half my night at my desk reading and writing by the light of my
small lamp. I have about 1500 pages of a diary from last year, and one of these
days I shall read it through. What a rich life leaps out at me from every page. To
think that it was my life —and still is."31 would change the quotation slightly into
"It is because I find this life beautiful and rich with meaning."

When one has reached regions of such tragedy, one truly learns about the
wealth of life and living, because poverty, literal nakedness, anguish, and loss
make one discover it. There is an almost necessary conjunction or encounter be-
tween those who have the gift of writing and thinking and the violence of history.
Is it possible to write a poem in a concentration camp? Perhaps I am wrong in
asking the question. It is rather the poem that allows one to stand the concentration
camp. At least, that is what Etty Hillesum tells us, and nothing could be more
moving than to read this from such places of repulsion and agony. While she was
sitting on trash cans, people marched by on their way to death. Etty was reading
Rilke and she thanked him. Rilke owes an immense amount to Etty Hillesum,
since she gives him a life. An exchange of life exists between the two and, admira-
bly, the chain is not broken. That is how strong the continuity between poetry and
the soul can be.

This is why I decided to look for texts that take up the most difficult moments of
our existence, texts we find mainly in Russia, from the Revolution to the labor
camps, and in Nazi Germany. There, we can see how fear, anguish, and death are
made of life. Poets of that era were bound together by a strong love and gave
homage to one another: Tsvetayeva and Akhmatova, Pasternak and Mandelstam —
each continued to pronounce the name of the other while celebrating it. In the face
of the devouring dragon, the narcissistic war waged among people stops. Every-
one gathered to save poetry.

Akhmatova has a "feminine" resistance, and she lived a long time in extreme
suffering. Tsvetayeva has a harsher destiny. In 1941 she commits suicide by hang-
ing herself. She writes texts of such frightful intelligence that we can almost say
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that she dies of it. What she writes is so strong and powerful that it must have
created a true glacier around her. She suffers all the mishaps of the others and even
more. She is separated from her husband, Sergei Efron, whom she believes to be
dead and whom she found again, a little by chance. She flees to France where she
hopes to find a Russian community that will listen to her poetry, but she is com-
pletely rejected. She spends fourteen years in France in the most absolute solitude
and the worst poverty. In Paris, she tries to publish her poetry and is refused. She
even translated some of her own texts into French. In 1939, she and her son go
back to Russia to join her husband and daughter. The daughter is sent to a gulag
and the husband is arrested and shot. In 1940, Tsvetayeva herself is exiled to a
small provincial town where there is no one to offer alms to her and she hangs
herself. In her poems no words are spent on hunger; there is only work on poetry,
and on an astounding force of life.

I want to read her dazzling and shattering Neuflettres avec une dixieme retenue
et une onzieme reyue (Nine Letters with a Tenth Kept Back and an Eleventh
Received). These love letters were written in Russian and sent to a man (the editor
Volodny) with whom she was in love after she had fled to Berlin. Later, she
translated them into French for publication. Tsvetayeva was incredibly diabolical
and powerful. In these letters we can see that she declared her love to the people
she met the way one declares war, or life. In a few moments, these "chosen"
people were reduced to ashes. The nine letters are addressed to a man with a great
deal of humor. At no time does she accept the slightest form of convention or
code. We open the book, or the door, and we are right away in the depths of the
human soul. There is an extraordinary unleashing of verbal force. One can imag-
ine what the poor man to whom these letters were addressed must have felt. Per-
haps he thought that she was crazy and that he had to take leave as quickly as
possible. It was impossible to stay with her, unless one was really gifted —and
some great poets were gifted enough to answer her. Her husband, whom she loved
a great deal — even if she had many other passions — said that she was of fire, and
that very quickly there were only ashes left. In a wink, she devoured the other,
except for some rare equals, such as, for example, other poets.

Her letters are a marvel of passion, of a love that literally penetrates the other
and caresses him from the inside. They are very violent, but also sad and funny.

In some of her short stories such as "The Devil" or "Mother and Music,"
Tsvetayeva writes about her childhood, especially —in a brilliant and a pre-
Freudian way — about her relation with her mother.

Her "Lettre a 1'Amazone" ("Letter to the Amazon") is published as a small
volume under the title Monfrerefeminin (My Feminine Brother). The letter, writ-
ten in French to Natalie Barney, seems to be a reading of the latter's Pensees d'une
Amazone (Thoughts of an Amazon, 1918), a text about female homosexuality.

In October 1932, Tsvetayeva writes forty-five brilliant pages about all the open-
ings and the impasses of female homosexuality. She is not antihomosexual, quite
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the contrary. This text of great strength was published posthumously in 1979, once
again at a time when it could not be heard. The text bears the mark of the thirties
and their modernity and power, and has to be seen in that context. We can see in it
that intelligence is timeless. Now, in 1985, we can be in 1966 or in 1970. Some
people are always in the present tense of life. One would have to invent a time of
truth that, situated at the heart of the chance of life, makes fun of social condi-
tions. That is the very question raised by Tsvetayeva in this letter. What chance do
you have, she asks Natalie Barney, living with a woman, loving a woman, loving
the most tender and the most lovable, what chance do you have for survival, or put
in another way, what about the child?

This lacuna, what is left in white
this black hole —is the child.

[Cette lacune, ce laisse en blanc, ce
trou noir —c'est 1'Enfant.]4

There is a certain coincidence of dates. Tsvetayeva died in 1941, Etty Hillesum
in 1943. Their writings cover the same years. All these writers had had to measure
up to the worst by facing it. Now we have only oblique relations with war, destruc-
tion, racism. Then, it was direct. There is a kinship among all these texts that
come from the same source. Each writer asks what she or he can do so that life be
blessed. Why a poet in destitute times? And how to go about it so that the most
tender words can say some of the crudest, the most destructive things?

In The Passion according to G. H. by Clarice Lispector, the protagonist traces
a revelatory experience she just had:

"Going to sleep is very much like the way that I now have of going to my
freedom. Giving myself over to something I don't understand is placing myself on
the brink of nothingness. It is going just by going, like a blind woman lost in a
field."5

That is what we need to do. We need to abandon our old ways of looking so as
to find again a space that would be the realm of the possible. As Clarice would say,
life has to surge to be super-natural. Generally, life is natural. In order to go on
this journey, we have to find the super-natural.

Some go on voluntary journeys; others, like Etty Hillesum, go on involuntary
journeys. At that moment unwillingness has to be transformed into desire. Etty
Hillesum turned her journey into hell into one to paradise. Some travel in thought,
like G. H. in Clarice Lispector's text. But the journey is always the same. It
consists in unburying, unforgetting life and in finding its secrets. Super-natural
life changes its name depending on the poets, on their language, and on sexual
difference. It can be a house, as for example in Novalis and Hesse; or it can be an
animal as in Lispector and Tsvetayeva.

I propose to lend our ears to the scream, to the animal voice of Marina Tsveta-
yeva, and to begin our quest through her texts.
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The History of a Letter

With Tsvetayeva's letters, we are back in the eternal problem of what a letter is,
with all its paradoxes. I do not speak of those letters we exchange in extreme haste,
those little arrows of friendship we address without calculating them and which
are ephemeral, like written telephone calls. Tsvetayeva's letters are situated in
another time when letters were imposed by space, distance, and real separation.
Some of her letters are the very fruit of separation. They do not try to separate, but
re-mark, underline, and accept the very impossibility of gathering. They were
born of the belief that they will never arrive at their destinations. They were letters
in the mode of a letter-object, a little tomb, or an urn that one sends in an envelope.

In Russia, at a certain period, there existed a tragic rapport with the letter. The
letter was a cry for help, a way of making fun of death while knowing that one was
condemned. Russia was already the country of deportation and exile. Tsvetayeva's
letters were always true letters of separation. Yet all the great poets of this time
were in correspondence with one another. When we read Mandelstam, a friend of
Tsvetayeva's, we feel his deportation, his fear of persecutions and the death threats
against him. Mandelstam had been arrested, kept without food for two weeks, put
in a straitjacket, and then sent away from prison but refused a place to live. During
his last days, he walked through the outskirts of Moscow without being allowed to
stop. For him, instead of an earth, there is only a moving desert, exile and aban-
donment, laced with messages. In those times, people continued to call each other
and listen to each other with their hearts in an extraordinary way.

Mandelstam, Akhmatova, Pasternak, and Tsvetayeva did not abandon each
other beyond the abyss and the desert. They memorized each other's poems, gave
breath to each other, made each other's heart beat. They lent each other an ear,
gave each other their own blood. Others listened to them, twenty, thirty years
later, especially Paul Celan who wrote a poem called "Und mil dem Buch aus
Tarussa" ("And with the book from Tarussa") in Die Niemandsrose (Nobody's
Rose). The poem begins with an epigraph, a sentence from Tsvetayeva's Poem of
the End:

All poets are Jews.6

Tsvetayeva had pronounced this sentence in relation to Mandelstam. She her-
self was not Jewish but considered herself a poet. She uses the two words syn-
onymously to indicate that Jews and poets are citizens of exile and inhabitants of
the word. Mandelstam worked on memory, on wealth derived from poverty that
would be the very resource of a certain kind of memory. One could imagine —
though this is also a phantasm — that the Jews would be the keepers of a cer-
tain memory in which they would live since there is no other place for them in
the world.
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The tenets of Tsvetayeva's statement can be found in Celan's "Und mit dem
Buch aus Tarussa," a poem about poetry and about childhood as a source of wan-
dering. Celan's autobiography is like a tragic repetition, in another country of
misfortune, of the Russian poets' tragedy. Due to the concentration camps and
Nazi Germany, his nomadism ended in his suicide in 1970. As a poet, he received
all the other poets' messages of love and distress. He received and transformed
them. Yet his work does not bear a formal mark of the other poets' work. It only
bears that of their heart. All these poets wrote to "sew themselves together," a
somewhat vulgar expression for such an act. They wanted to be in accord with
God and with the world. Etty Hillesum wrote to put herself, as she says mock-
ingly, in accord with the suffering of mankind, and so did Clarice Lispector, in a
different cultural and historical context.

With the exception of Etty Hillesum, they all felt abandoned, and nobody can
measure their abandonment. I am startled when I read the chronicles Clarice Lis-
pector contributed to a Brazilian newspaper, Jornal do Brasil, where she writes to
five hundred thousand people: I am alone. And all these readers close their ears
and abandon her. Who abandons whom? We cannot know. Similarly, Tsvetayeva's
abandonment precedes everything, though at the same time she does not accept it.
Perhaps her abandonment is so great that there is no consolation. Why did these
women feel especially abandoned? I do not want to speak of Rimbaud who was a
child but of these women who were mothers. And they were good mothers who
did not abandon their children.

To Be Born Carried Away

I changed my mind about Tsvetayeva between my reading of her correspondence
with Rainer Maria Rilke and Boris Pasternak in Letters, Summer 1926 where she
is superb but unpleasant, and that of other texts like Nine Letters with a Tenth
Held Back and an Eleventh Received, "The Devil," "Mother and Music," and
her poems. In those writings we are no longer aware of her coups de griffe, of
her scratches and blows. We begin to hear her and we begin to feel tenderness to-
ward her.

In Nine Letters, the letters have a pretext, that is, the man to whom they are
addressed. At a first reading and without having a more elaborate relation to
Tsvetayeva's work, the man produces resistance in the reader. Tsvetayeva is al-
ways in an active position. She seems to hold her puppet, agitate it, hit it all over
and then, all of a sudden, drop it. The man seems completely passive, even though
the real story may have been quite different. There is correspondence only from
one side and noncorrespondence from the other. But Tsvetayeva uses force, a
word recurring frequently in her letters, which are real coups deforce. She never
harmed the gentleman since nothing happened or, to paraphrase Mallarme, since
nothing will have taken place but the place. Toward the end of her letters, a trace
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of the addressee appears. I do not speak here of the extraordinary "posthumous"
scene in which Tsvetayeva, some time after the love affair has ended, does not
recognize the man she had loved when she meets him at a social gathering, but of
the man's letter reproduced by Tsvetayeva. Two or three details in the letter signal
such vulgarity that the whole "correspondence" becomes hard to believe. The
reader quickly wants to dispose of this pseudorelation. Just before the "Story of
their Last Encounter," Tsvetayeva published a letter she received from him and
that she entitles "Eleventh Letter Received."7 Tsvetayeva omits the year, 1922,
and keeps the day, October 29. The man's letter is reprinted with Tsvetayeva's
annotations:

"You understand, my dear friend, how difficult it is for me to write you, I feel
so guilty toward you, especially because of a lack of education, inner as well as
general, which you like so much" (11: 47).

The man would not admit guilt, if he did not feel it:
"Everything left me indifferent, and no power in the world could have forced

me to do what I knew had to be mandatory. . . . Those who sleep do not go to the
post office" (11: 47-48).

And Marina annotates the passage with the comment: "But they do go to the
restaurant."

"I am returning your letters. . . .
' 'I decided to keep the little tan book in which you entered the final copy of the

poems dedicated to me. Not as a document or as a souvenir, but simply as a piece
of life bound in leather" (11: 48).

Tsvetayeva reacted violently to this expression, as we can read in her notes. The
man adds:

"If I do not have the right to do so . . . let me know, I will send it back to you!
"I implore you, please send me back at once the book by B ... with the

dedication that I forgot to ask you to return before you left. You know how much I
like autographs! Send it by certified mail, registered, please! As long as I do not
have it, I will not be able to sleep soundly" (11: 49).

What vulgarity! We have to point out the person who was opposite her, who let
her write letters to him and who was willing to have this kind of relation with her.
In Tsvetayeva's letters, we see a constant element of cruelty. She writes to the
man —since she tells him everything — that now he has her poems, he no longer
needs anything. And she was right. The man was a simple collector of autographs,
someone terribly ordinary. Did she know it when she had a love affair with him? It
can be said that she both does and does not have a love affair with him. There are
some elements of reality, but there is especially her fiction, emerging from some-
thing insurmountable that she calls the cipher of her fate. And this is her contin-
uous assertion that she was born "carried away." While constantly asking some-
one to take her away, she cannot, by definition, be taken away since she was born
carried away. And that is her tragedy.
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On the one hand there are the letters, unbearable because of their grief, that are
literary masterpieces. On the other, there is an insignificant partner who accepted
playing a certain part because he wanted autographs from her. We may wonder
about such people. Tsvetayeva writes in the end of this eleventh letter:

' 'They all kept my poetry. They all gave me back my soul (gave me back to my
soul)" (11: 50).

The story of the last encounter, or the final scene, is both comical and cruel. If
we read it closely, it becomes a scene in which Tsvetayeva works on something she
calls in the last part, "Postface or a posthumous face of things" (55-56). Tsveta-
yeva deals with the quality of forgetfulness. In this last encounter at a New Year's
ball, long after her love for the gentleman had ended, she fails even to recognize
him. The scene reads like a comedy. Symptomatically, Tsvetayeva herself says
that she did not recognize him. She explains:

"My total forgetfulness and my absolute failure to recognize you today are but
your absolute presence and my total absorption of yesterday. As much as you
were — as much you are no longer. The absolute presence in reverse. Such a pres-
ence cannot but become such an absence. Everything yesterday, nothing today"
(Postface: 55).

Tsvetayeva moves along this paradoxical line.
"What is it to forget a human being?-It is to forget what one suffered through

him. . . .
' 'My forgetting you is nothing but another title of nobility. A certificate of your

past value" (Postface: 56).
The end brings us back to a reality and to a way of negotiating with its social

scenes. The Nine Letters are literature. The letters were prompted by and lean on
the gentleman, but they do not hope to arrive at their destination. Yet they call out
with such force, desire, and nostalgia, that they cannot but move the reader. They
are hardly triumphant and have to be read on several levels. The reader may be
bothered by Tsvetayeva's position, which can best be seen in her all-pervasive
work on the signifier. The unconscious is at work, but so is the poet. A great multi-
plicity of signs, always very organized, prevails. She might be close to Genet's
writings. In Tsvetayeva, there is so much work on language that it has the effect of
a screen. Behind the screen, a passionate drama appears, formulated in an anec-
dote, in a kind of quotidian scene of abandonment that we read in her ninth letter:

"My friend, you did not come tonight because you had to write (to your kin)"
(9: 44), of whom she does not feel a part and from whom she feels excluded.

"Such things do not hurt me any longer, you accustomed me to them, you and
everyone else, because you too are eternal: innumerable (like the other self, on the
ground and in the sky" (9: 44). She alludes to a scene where she had waited for the
man while lying on her balcony at night. This ninth letter is one of the most
beautiful scenes of desire in despair or of amorous desolation. "It is always the
same me that does not come toward the same self that is waiting for it, always"
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(9: 45). In one leap, Tsvetayeva goes over to the absolute, the infinite, and the
universal. She begins with a singular story with grotesque overtones, but through
writing she arrives at an archetypal level. For her, it is the same eternal you, the
same eternal self, the same tragedy between man and woman that can be refuted,
rejected, but that she works through in a mode of desolation. At the beginning of
the ninth letter she says: "From attention (tension), I was suddenly and violently
overcome with sleep. I was listening for your footsteps, I did not want to have to
reproach myself one day for having missed you" (9: 42). She encounters lack in
what she calls the sad meaning of missing a chance and of failing in one's civic or
maternal duty. Generally she misses him, but he does not miss her. After having
described how she was lying on the hard, cold balcony, she adds: "I soon felt my
lowness (that of all these last days with you —oh, no offense! — I was a coward,
and you were you). I know that I am not that way, it is only because I am trying to
live" (9: 43). And there follows her definition of what living is: "To live is to cut
in pieces and inevitably miss and then put the pieces back together" (9: 43). One
can say that she writes the letters so that she can sew herself together again. There
follows a whole semantic scale on patching. Her definition of living also defines
her relation between living and writing. When she writes, she cuts and patches.
Her dashes first cut, then she sews together again: "—and nothing holds (and
nothing is yours, and one does not hold on to anything any more — forgive me this
sad and serious word play)" (9: 43).

She describes herself as a pitiful little seamstress who tries to patch things
together: "a miserable seamstress who will never do beautiful things, who only
knows how to spoil and hurt herself and who, putting everything down: scissors,
pieces of cloth, spool, begins to sing" (9: 43).

Who could have picked up her scissors? She had distant partners and one can-
not see any other possibility for her. She sings, as she says, at a window where it
rains forever. Such a flow opens onto an eternity that Tsvetayeva puts in relation
with those instants, these days that are always missing and that never take place.
And each time, she cuts. But life forces her to scream. For Tsvetayeva, it is not
only the separation between men and women, not only impossible love, but also a
primal drama, something originary that takes place between life, of which one did
not ask anything, and the one who put us in the world, that is to say, the real author
or the mother. Tsvetayeva keeps insisting that she is being forced, and that she is
capable of great violence in order to go from force to farce.

Her work on the signifier is not gratuitous. The most insistent is "I was born
carried away [Je suis nee emmenee]." People like Clarice Lispector or Marina
Tsvetayeva were born from a tomb. Their relation to their mothers, to birth, are
failed, so they are painful. For both, the question of the maternal is raised in a
strong sense, since they were both daughters of sick mothers. The questions re-
main: "What is it to be born? For what am I born? Of what? Why? And who
looked over my cradle?" (8: 23)
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The same scream is at the basis of all of Tsvetayeva's letters: Take me away,
once, carry me once. But the situation is constantly reversed, since she is the
mother and the man is the child. At the same time, everything is fictitious, since
nothing happens. Everything is about a desire that neither dies nor tells itself what
it is: "You must know that you do not take me away from anywhere, that I am
already taken away from every place in the world and from myself toward a single
one, where I never arrive. (What cowardice to tell you this!)" (8: 39). Tsvetayeva
constantly reproaches herself for her cowardice, which can be heard, the way she
formulates it, as: I am a coward (je suis lache), in its overdetermination of lache
and ldch(e)e, "coward" and "having been dropped, abandoned," but also "she
who abandons." To be taken away or carried away is stronger than to be exiled.
But Tsvetayeva is carried away into language. She lives in, and covers herself
with, language. In "carried away," "taken away," "em-me-nee," we can hear
that she cannot bring about her own birth. She absolves the man by stating that she
is nowhere, carried off in a movement of infinite skidding. The drama is played
out over an originary absence that precedes everything. Hence her love through
writing, through the letter that only speaks of absence. Hence also the fact that
words are but "palms," simulacra of hands. She says things that are terrible and
true: "There are words of tenderness in your letter that caress my heart: palm-
words [mots-paumes]. It is good to sleep with such a letter. Thank you" (8: 38-
39) This is the most that can happen to her. And she continues:

' 'And words of precision in mine: which must redress your heart: palm-words
[mots-palmes]. It is good to wake with such a letter. Do thank." (8: 39).

Her logic of spending is very real:
"Because, you see, it is only when one is at the end (of tenderness or of any

other force) that one recognizes its inexhaustibleness. The more we give, the more
we have left; as soon as we give prodigiously — it flows forth! Let us bleed our-
selves—and here we are, a source of life!" (8: 40).

She has the palm-words, he has the apple. The nourishment that is supposed to
come back to the woman goes to the man:

"Of course you do not write me any more —since you have them, my poems.
You are like a baby who is taught to walk with an apple —always offered, never
given, since as soon as he has it, he will stop. You have it, the apple" (8: 40).

From the beginning the text separates at the level of the letter-signifiers that repre-
sent masculinity or femininity. For example, Tsvetayeva declares/to be her virile
letter. There is a lot of work on/s. Words carry masculine and feminine sonorous
effects, always in the mode of a claim, of a need, or of an impossible demand.

Etty Hillcsum: How to Plant Flowers under the Nazi Occupation

I would like to assume, without assuming, something that is not very far from
a central preoccupation in me and that is less a form of worry than a kind of
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stubbornness that moves toward a form of pleasure and joy. This worry or pre-
occupation is that the texts I am currently reading are without pity. They are linked
to a certain period that was probably more familiar with darkness than with light.
Texts like those by Etty Hillesum take up the survival of art in a world that corre-
sponds to the Shakespearean description of "sound and fury." Etty Hillesum's
texts are but sound and fury and an immense struggle for meaning. They can
nevertheless be read as a Bible of savoir vivre, of how to live and how to experi-
ence pleasure. My own recipe stays always the same. It consists in urging readers
to plant flowers, both metaphorically and concretely. This is a little what happens
in Etty Hillesum, who answers the onslaught of Nazism and its destruction not
only through death but with all living means: She urges people to go and buy
melons while there are some left and when there will be no more, to write a poem
about them.

In her Diary, she says:
"Wednesday morning, 8 am. O Lord, on this early morning, give me fewer

thoughts, less cold water and gymnastics. How can you lock life into a few for-
mulas? But that is what preoccupies you constantly and makes your thoughts run.
You try to reduce life to formulas, but it is impossible, it is nuanced infinitely, it
can neither be enclosed nor simplified. But you could be simpler. . . .

"In a moment I will undoubtedly write: how beautiful life is and how happy I
am. But right now, I cannot figure the state of mind this presupposes."

The beauty of life is given to her and then taken away again in an inexplicable,
mysterious manner. We can hide behind Etty and perhaps we will succeed in
making melons or roses grow. We can try in any event.

The reader of Tsvetayeva's Nine Letters is struck by the insistence on sexual differ-
ence in grammar. From the beginning, she organizes a play between masculine
and feminine around a semantic proximity: "I do not exaggerate to you, all this
stays within the limits of darkness . . . — of furs and thickets [de fourmres et de
fourres]" (1:7). Fourre (thicket) is called up byfourrure (fur). The distribution
between masculine and feminine, the play of the masculine with the feminine, is
always in the same mode. Tsvetayeva insists on a kind of relative obscurity. At the
same time, since she gives them to us, we can take the/s mfourres andfourrures.
There are hundreds of them in the text. I call this letter/ the first letter, the letter
that burns (fait f e u ) . Feu, with all the effects of meaning, carries in French "fire"
and "deceased." Tsvetayeva plays with the letter/, a masculine letter for her, on
every page. Sparks fly and fall everywhere. The text burns (fait feu de) everything
and ends up in ashes. The text loses the thread and, often, it loses us. At the same
time, from this masculine/, feminine andfemme, "feminine" and "woman" are
going to emerge. For Tsvetayeva, divisions and oppositions do not exist:

"My tender one (he who makes me . . . ), with all my indivisibly double
being, doubly and indissolubly one, with my whole being of a double-edged
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sword (gifted with this reassuring virtue of being able to hurt only myself) I want
in you, in-you, as in night" (2: 11).

Tsvetayeva tells the reader: Be careful, this is double, do not bring it back to
woman. "You liberate in me my feminine being, my most obscure and most
hidden being" (2: 11). Though there is an association between feminine and ob-
scure, there is strictly speaking "no pure feminine." It is right away accompanied
by the masculine r.

Yet this kind of nondivision divides itself. The double has to be cut into sylla-
bles to find something soft that circulates everywhere. Tsvetayeva consciously
plays on le and la: "The skin [lapeau] as such does not exist. . . . The skin [le
pel] is not only beast but plant" (2: 11). Peau and pel are the same word, "skin,"
but we slip from one end to the other of the grammar of gender, while saying more
or less the same thing. In the play on peau/pel, the message is not to pay attention
to the skin. One can see only fire: "You make me soft (humanize, feminize,
animalize) like fur." We have already seen how in Clarice Lispector's text "Tanta
mansidao" (Such mansuetude), woman was the equivalent of nobody.8 For
Tsvetayeva, there is something else:

"Descent into night itself. That is why I am so comfortable with you without
light. ('A village of forty fires . . .' With you I am a village with not one fire,
perhaps a big city, perhaps nothing —'erstwhile there was . . .' Nothing will
prove me since I extinguish myself entirely.) . . . Without light, lying in wait of
our voices" (1: 8).

A whole scale of meaning comes out of fire. ' 'Without light" is similar, though
not identical, to "obscure." It has to be brought back to Rimbaud, toward a night
that cannot be without light, but full of light. Perhaps it is a day without light and
here we could touch on the value of day, or perhaps the sensation of a world
without light, which someone might feel who has not been given or who thinks
he has not been given the day. This is also one of Rimbaud's themes. Perhaps the
liberation of her "most feminine hidden being that does not succeed in seeing the
day" is also that.

The letter is marked by the insistence of fire, feu. Rut feu can also be read in
French as "deceased, the departed" fmmfatum, "destiny." Feu is he who has
accomplished his destiny.

"But is fur less? Hair [le poll] is night —the lair —the stars —the voice that
screams [pel-appel], both as hair and calling and even the spaces . . ." (1: 10-11).

The passage can be put side by side with a multiplicity of other texts. In a
specific cultural context, in a French space, Tsvetayeva might have read Mal-
larme's poems. The antre/entre is everywhere in her writings and she exploits it
extensively.

"I do not even know: are you in my life? In the space of my soul —no. But
here, near my soul, in a certain in between [entre]: sky and earth, soul and body,
dog and wolf . . ." (1: 9).
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Tsvetayeva works on punctuation like a seamstress. She cuts and patches. She
cuts in such a way that the negation comes at the end and that the sentence is also
affirmation: "In the space of my soul —no." But the reader had time to believe
that it is "in the space of my soul." Tsvetayeva advances and withdraws constantly
in a space in between (entre). Dashes symbolize the entre visually. Tsvetayeva
links animal to animalame (soul). The value ofanima is in "a certain in between:
sky and earth." Entre (in between) is emphasized and interrupted by the colon.
Sky and earth are joined. Soul and body, dog and wolf are married in a similar
fashion. "Dog and wolf" (chien et loup), in French an expression referring to a
moment in between day and night, are literally hostility personified, erased here in
a dream where "lam no longer I, and my dog is no longer mine" (1: 9). Attributes
of the proper are also dissolved.

We can think here of Jacques Derrida's study of the antre, the cave, in his text
entitled "La double seance,"9 a reading of Plato and Mallarme that deals with the
phonic confusion of entre/'antre (between/cave) and the imperative of the verb:
entre! (enter!) The question is: Does the antre (cave) have a bottom (fond)! Plato
says yes and Mallarme says no, because the antre (cave) is but an entre (between)
and an entre! (enter). In this undecidable space entre-deux, between the two,
genders circulate. In a contemporary vocabulary, this is called the structure —or
the logic —of the hymen. The word itself is undecidable, since it is at the same
time hymen, the membrane of virginity, and, as in the classical theater, marriage.
As Mallarme says, and Derrida takes up, a hymen is something paradoxical since
marriage is going to undo the hymen. Hymen is something that gathers and sepa-
rates. It is both closure and that which undoes it. We have a structure of relays.
Mallarme's economy is interrupted and undecidable. But Tsvetayeva's is more
cruel: her entre (between) is both separation and being separated.

The work on genres, on the empty space, is assigned to man:' 'Without your emp-
tiness" (2: 13) implies that you are hollow and I am full. It is a frank opposition,
but in Tsvetayeva, the woman is full of emptiness, of empty sky, and vice versa.

"I know everything, Man, I know you are superficial, light, concave but your
deep animality touches me more profoundly than other souls. You know so well
how to be cold, warm, hungry, thirsty, sleepy" (2: 12-13).

We read between the lines: "and 1 do not know." The man's lack becomes positive
and her positivity becomes lack. In man, it is a need that has to be satisfied.

"I do not know if you are overloved (overnourished with love) in your life.
Probably yes. But what I know (and if you had to hear it for the thousandth time) is
that no one [nul (nulle!)] ever has you thus . . ." (2: 13).

The verb is missing. It may be "to love" or ' 'to hate," the place of affect is too
strongly marked. The reader is struck by nul (nulle!). The feminine word in paren-
theses, nulle, is like the secret of the masculine nul. The text plays simultaneously
in different directions. In Mallarme, the subject skids incessantly but the subject
of the poem is about the figuration of the hymen. In Tsvetayeva, the poem is about
all of life. It is at the same time troubling and cruel. As a reader, I do not know
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whether to defend, admire, or console her, but I will insist on this particularly
beautiful page:

"Faithfulness: impossibility of another (to be other). The rest is Lucifer (pride)
and Luther (duty). As you can see, my head takes advantage of my heart.

' 'And take me away, some evening — for a whole evening. So that I forget you
a little by finding you. So that we will be two to carry you" (2: 17).

' 'Fidelity" is something out of Kafka, on the order of: I cannot be otherwise. It
is not easy. The title of this fidelity is marked by a fatal "That's the way it is." If I
hurt you, forgive rne for being the way I am. Her pride becomes apparent in the
impossibility of her being other, as Kafka would say.

"One thing I have just understood: with the other one, there was r, my favorite
letter, the most myself of the entire alphabet, my essentially virile letter:

froid, roc, heros, Sparte (renard!) —
tout ce que j'ai de droit, de dur, de fort.
Avec vous: chuchotements, chaleur, lachete, relachement,

et surtout: cheri!

[freezing, rock, hero, Spartan (fox!) —
all I have that is straight, hard, strong.
With you: whispering, warmth, cowardice, softening, and

especially: darling!]

' 'My darling, I know that this is disorder: from the morning, to love rather than
to write. But it happens to me so rarely, if ever! I always fear that I am dreaming
that I am about to wake up and again: rock, hero . . ." (5: 24-25).

R is the menace. But why did she choose not to include "to write" (ecrire),
curiously omitted? R is virile, ch is softening. One could find in it a separation
between virile and feminine, but it does not hold because r is altered by what
follows. In "rock," it is clear but in cheri (darling), an r is also written. Is this her
ploy, or a mark of her blindness and her deafness? After having played the mother
of this "child," she lets through an r altered in the presence of a feminine ch.
Elsewhere, we read:

' 'My dear child, I take your dear head with both hands — what a strange sensa-
tion, [to feel] the eternity of the skull through the temporality of the hair, the
eternity of the rock through the temporality of the grass . . ." (6: 27).

R and ch reappear but escape us. R is masculine but is also present in the feminine
since I'herbe (grass) is feminine. Head and body are in constant metamorphosis.

Clarice Lispector, "Pertenecer": "I was born cut off from the source"

Marina Tsvetayeva's insistence on having been born "carried away" can be read
next to Clarice Lispector's birth story, which begins with a somewhat banal re-
mark: "A friend of mine, a doctor . . ."10
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We are in a chronicle. We leave from the remark of a friend and arrive in the
desert. The whole text turns around the problem of the unspoken word "crime."
Clarice is the author of an originary crime that she did not commit.

The text is double. Clarice wrote it as a kind of criminal who assumes respon-
sibility for the crime. Yet underneath it, another text cries out silently, I am not a
criminal, I am paying for a crime I did not commit. But nobody knows this.
"Pertenecer" ("To belong") is a wonderful example of a double-bind in writing.
In Near to the Wild Heart, she is the daughter of a dead mother. But the worst is
said in this text in relation to the way she was conceived:

"And yet I was prepared to be given birth in such a pretty way. My mother
was already ill, and due to a very widespread superstition, it was believed that hav-
ing a child cured a woman of disease. So I was deliberately created: with love
and hope."

The text above says that Lispector forgives her parents, but that she cannot be
forgiven. The text below is but one inaudible scream. Clarice goes beyond the
parental pardon, since she does not talk about it. She takes on the discourse of
the parents, the way she heard it as a child, and that is criminal. It was not she who
was conceived but her mother. Whence Clarice's writing of despair and solitude:
to say, my father and my mother killed me, is prohibited. If she did, she would kill
her parents. So she does not say it, and accepts being the most solitary human
being from the cradle onward. "I am sure that in the cradle, my first desire was to
belong." Clarice has a false memory of this founding scene, which, in any case, is
a reconstructed scene.

"I am almost able to visualize myself in the cradle, I am almost able to repro-
duce in myself a vague and yet pressing sensation of needing to belong. For
reasons that neither my mother nor my father could control, I was born and re-
mained only: born."

Had she been conceived to be simply their child, she would have become the
child or the daughter. But she was pure "being born." How could she write this
chronicle that decries the crime perpetrated against her? Perhaps Clarice wrote this
story to her parents or perhaps to the readers of the Jornal do Brasil, the national
newspaper in which it appeared — that is, to her dead parents.

Certainly, she sees herself in the cradle. She assumes the position of the parents
and of those who looked at her in the cradle. She must have a memory of herself as
a child abandoned in the cradle. Afterward, she was loved and brought up. But the
way of looking at herself in the cradle with pity and tenderness as someone more
conscious than her parents is a way of giving herself to herself: ' 'Who knows if I
began to write so early in life because, writing, at least I belonged a little to
myself." And she wrote how she saw herself in the cradle.

There is an unbearable tragedy in this text. Where Tsvetayeva says: I was born
carried away, Clarice says: I was born: born. I was born nobody. I lost the way of
becoming somebody.
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Clarice makes up for this by belonging to Brazilian literature. In appearance,
she has nevertheless become somebody. It is a minimum of belonging. "I belong,
for example, to my country and like millions of other people, I am belonged by it
to the point of being Brazilian." Here is a definition, expressed in her strange
syntax. She is not a child, but is she a woman? She does not know. We have benefited
from her ability to say: Perhaps I am animal, I would have liked to be a tiger, or, I
will regret forever not to have been a cockroach. She is deprived of a self and
succeeds in qualifying herself as Brazilian. It can be understood by the Brazilian
reader as a patriotic ferocity, but in reality it is something completely different.

Clarice knows well what giving and receiving mean. Like Tsvetayeva who
says: the more one gives, the more one has, Clarice knows all the secrets, includ-
ing that not to give is not to give to oneself. There must be circulation. The gift
exists only as a possibility of bringing forth the source. Clarice was born cut off
from the source. She was only born, and this troubles her. The question is: How
can she be a source for others when she does not have her own source? Or, when I
have pleasure, how do I transmit it?

"It is like standing with a present all wrapped up in adorned wrapping paper in
one's hands —and having no one to say: Here, it is yours, open it!" One cannot
imagine greater poverty. Clarice is deprived of the gift. How can one represent
oneself with the present one has in one's hands? "Not wanting to see myself in
pathetic situations and . . . avoiding the tone of tragedy, I therefore rarely wrap
my feelings with wrapping paper."

Paper is everywhere: When I write, I write as if I were naked, and I do not make
a present. As in an infernal machine, what was missing at the beginning cannot be
made up.

Later Clarice goes further. "With time, above all the last few years, I lost the
way of being a person. I don't know how to be anymore. And a totally new kind of
'solitude of not belonging' began to invade me like ivy on a wall." Solitude covers
her and clings to her. From not having an other, the void is filled by the ivy that
climbs on her, and carries in itself the motto: I die or I tie myself to something.
Fidelity and infidelity at once climb all over her. In a lengthy meditation, she tells
us that to know how to belong is one of the secrets. One belongs only inasmuch as
the other gives himself or herself to you. In Clarice, everything is cut off from the
beginning, since no one gave himself to her. She was abandoned, though the event
did not really take place. She feels that from the cradle on, she does not belong to
anything or anybody. Obviously, when she writes this chronicle, her parents are
already dead.

Having been born cut off from the source is going to shape her trajectory,
situated between the need of a baby, human hunger, and the way ivy clings at the
moment of maturity. Hunger is going to accompany her throughout her life. It
transforms itself into thirst, the key to all of her texts. Yet her thirst, of a terrible
beauty, is the kind one feels in the desert.
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Clarice works on the signifier: "And yet, I was prepared to be given birth in
such a pretty way." The work of the signifier on body and soul can be followed.
The fact of having been deserted leads her to the desert: "It is really in the desert
that I walk." The crime she did not commit is translated into desertion: "I was
made for a determined mission and I failed. As if they counted on me in the
trenches during the war and I had deserted." And later, she says: "As a deserter, I
knew the secret of the flight that, out of shame, could not be made known." She
deserted as a deserter. She changed her sex and fled from a frightening scene, that
is, from the war her parents waged against her. She fled reality, life, unhappiness.
Her desertion produced a desert, the equivalent of an absence of world.

"I know my parents forgave me for having been born in vain and having be-
trayed them in great hope. But I, I don't forgive myself. I would simply have liked
a miracle: to be born and to cure my mother." That would have been a miracle.
"Then yes: I would have belonged to my father and my mother." Clarice would
have had to be mother in order to be admitted in her family as a child.

The door to the second, unwritten text, hidden under the first one, reads: "I
could not confide in anybody this kind of 'solitude of not belonging.'" When
saying this, she confides in thousands of readers of a Brazilian newspaper, Jornal
do Brasil. Can all these readers be called "nobody," simply because she herself is
nobody? For Clarice, the desertion is infinite. At the same time, she confides: I
will not tell you that I fled. But perhaps she is saying something else. Perhaps the
very secret of her flight is that she herself had been "fled."

An accusation against her parents is unthinkable and would have turned her
into a criminal. To accuse, to denounce is criminal in any case. That is Clarice's
double-bind. Her being ashamed to tell this secret put her apart in the world, with
few moments of exception: "Life made me from time to time belong." It is not a
person, but life. She is the adopted child of life. Because she has a mind of quasi-
philosophical power, she asks: How do I know what I have lost if I never had it? She
knows because at times life has made her brief favors. But Clarice always loses: "I
experienced it with the thirst of someone who is in the desert and who avidly drinks
the last sips of water from a canteen." Though she has an interminable thirst, she
knows what it is not to be thirsty. She stands in the desert, in front of us, and her
gesture reveals the measure of the abandonment that constitutes her. She screams
without screaming, before hundreds of thousands of people: I am abandoned.

There follows an explanation: Write to give yourself a little water, a little paper
to eat. We know her passion for rain. In many passages of Agua viva, she divides
herself into two —and a little girl dies. Clarice continues to relive the abandon-
ment in her mother's belly. She was the victim of a false cradle. This may have
been her own fabrication, but the history of the conception to cure the mother is true.

Being supremely intelligent, Clarice does not take the wrong road and put her
parents on trial. The parents committed a crime, but they are completely innocent.
Tn a similar situation, Tsvetayeva would arrive with her battle ax. Her world of
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vengeance and retaliation, in the style of the Russian revolution, is completely
different. Yet Clarice also says: There are moments when one must not forgive.
She lives in a universe of inequalities, social violence, and pain, but not in that of a
Russian monstrosity where, to survive, one had to become cruel. Clarice has not
been abandoned. In her biography we read that she was loved, courted, adored,
surrounded by friends. This did not in any way diminish her solitude, since her
abandonment was infinite. Tsvetayeva has known the betrayal of all of her close
friends. In her world to love someone was even too dangerous.

Tsvetayeva's text is spiked with an armor like that of an Amazon, while Clarice
chose the most absolute bareness (depouillement) and remained faithful to her
poverty. Tsvetayeva, at the bottom of her misery, died of hunger, so to speak. But
to the outside world, she constantly showed her wealth. With fury, she tells the
world: I am rich, with me, you are going to lose a great poet. We can understand
her distress. But Clarice, with an extraordinary audacity, says: I, Clarice Lispec-
tor, famous and celebrated, I am very poor. The two women are at opposite ends.
They share being without a mother, without something maternal. But both have
been mothers. Betrayed by their mothers, they make an effort to be mothers.

Desert Writing

In the correspondence that took place in the summer of 1926 between Pasternak,
Tsvetayeva, and Rilke, published as Letters, Summer 1926 in their writing, the
three poets were at a kind of summit with no more room for another step before the
fall. One more step and Rilke died. One more step and Tsvetayeva entered the hell
that led her to what I do not want to call suicide but rather her assassination by
history. One more step and Pasternak took a fatal step backward and fell. Ten years
later —and I say this without judgment, because I think of the implacability of
history, which is the real author of these autobiographies — Pasternak did not die
of despair, but he paid (and everybody always pays). He paid his customs duties in
order to remain in a minimal security. And the second Pasternak is but a souvenir
of the great Pasternak of his youth. I do not know who is the one that comes
afterward. Such things are hard to say. They have to be said without judgment
because we do not know if, in the place of Pasternak or Tsvetayeva, we would have
chosen one suicide over another, one death over another. And no one ever knows.

Pasternak's Essays in Autobiography date from the fifties. They write of the
same passionate period that concerns us. Reading across the French, they could be
read as the essay of essays or of deces, that is, of death. We can find the same
period, told otherwise, in texts like Mandelstam's admirable Noise of Time, where
we see the word ' 'revolution," almost erased in the text, somewhat like the devil in
person. These texts date from the beginning, the rise, and the accomplishment of
disaster. I take this word literally, to the letter, in the manner of Blanchot, that is as
a des-astre, or a falling of the stars, as the extinction of the stars in a sky that is

)
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now black. Can one be a witness of disaster strictly speaking? Is it possible to see
the stars being extinguished? And, at such a limit, what does one see and do?

I want to situate these comments between a writing in the desert and a writing
of disaster. They are not the same but at some point they touch and could be
confused. When I speak of a desert writing, I allude to a formidable gift, a poi-
soned gift, as we know from the overdetermination of the German Gift — a terrible
gift bestowed on some people in the cradle, a kind of malediction that is also a
benediction and that condemns, "elevates and educates" them to poetry. The
works of human beings like Clarice Lispector and Arthur Rimbaud come from the
desert. This kind of primal scene is the awakening of the baby to the absence of
everything, to the absence of milk, of light, be it imaginary or real. The originary
effect, when its repercussions are played out, produces a kind of music. Every-
thing happens as if the non-milk, the absence of milk, gave way to a milk of the
ear, or to music, hence a death and a kind of birth in the desert. This leads us to
the Bible, where there are also deserts, as in most great poetic works. In the Bible,
the deserts are crossed mainly in conjunction with scenes of encounter with the
absolute. It is the abandon, or as Tsvetayeva would say, in her usual play on the
signifier, "le bane d'a-ban-don," the bench of abandon. Tsvetayeva worked on
the value of the word "abandon" at the level of the signifier. In French, the word
exudes "gift" (don) and its opposite, abandon.

In the desert one lives a solitude and its contrary. The bottom of solitude may
be the encounter with the absolute, but this encounter also opens onto solitude.
The absolute can be the entrance to the desert. We can see it in Kierkegaard where
Abraham is in communication with God. He loses the world in order to speak to
God. But he will never be able to tell humans of his divine conversation. The
desert can give us a little bit of God, or God can give us a little desert.

Paul Celan, "Und mit dem Buch aus Tarussa": A Written Desert

The desert always shows ambivalence. That is where we can put Celan's poem
"Und mit dem Buch aus Tarussa," written after Tsvetayeva and Mandelstam, but
in the same tradition. The German aus, "from," indicates an origin, a departure.
The text resonates with vom, von, a "from," similar to aus but closer to the
presence of a source. The text sings of a special desert, of Tarussa, a place also
named in Tsvetayeva's writings. Celan speaks of a city on the Oka river where
Tsvetayeva and Pasternak, among others, spent their summers. His poem surges
from this lost childhood.

I place Celan's poem among all the writings of the desert. We hear the poem as
a written desert, but we also hear that it takes the desert as subject. At the same
time, it is a writing of disaster, a writing that speaks of and through disaster such
that disaster and desert become the author or the spring. Can the desert be spring?
Rimbaud tells us how, paradoxically, the desert can be spring. Some deserts do
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produce blossoms, water or milk. The desert can be an originary or an imaginary
experience, something that surges from the unconscious. The desert points to an
originary lack of engendering and to a family history. Disaster is something else.
Historically, it can be inscribed at the other end of time. It means the falling of the
stars, the decheance (crumbling) of the sky. At a certain moment, Mandelstam
says somewhere that the earth costs as much as ten skies. That is what it means to
be a witness of the night, that is, of a denatured earth. The writings of Etty Hill-
esum, Paul Celan, Anna Akhmatova, and Marina Tsvetayeva are on the side of the
desert and of disaster. Pasternak's are on the side of disaster. He did not have an
originary desert. The desert makes one cry, but disaster dries up language. The
devil may induce us into temptation but God keeps us from passing judgment on
the people at the scene of disaster. We can never know what position would have
been ours in the hour of disaster.

Why did Etty Hi llesum stay? is a question which in other times I could not hear.
After 1945, when people began to understand what had happened to the Jews,
everyone began to ask the question: Why did they stay? For a long time, I did not
have an ear for this question. For me, everything could be explained very simply. I
did not understand the question nor the greatest masterpieces written from it, such
as those of Hannah Arendt, who was able to reach the United States, and who
wrote very beautiful sociological texts in which the passivity of the Jews is put in
question. Now, I am able to accept the question because it teaches me something
incomprehensible and how —like salt, sand, sugar —the incomprehensible is
widespread. People do not understand each other. The incomprehensible part of
each of us makes up the entire basis of life. Perhaps by reading these texts, we can
work toward an effort of meditation on the incomprehensible. I do not say that we
are going to understand the incomprehensible, but we have to accept it. Perhaps
we have to look for what is human beneath it all. Why did Etty Hillesum stay?
What does it mean? Why did Pasternak, a great poet, lose his greatness by stay-
ing? Why do we choose certain paths? Should we not forget that we are blind and
move along our paths in blindness? We tell ourselves a legend while we move, but
we move blindly. Some people do see. What does seeing give us? To Tsvetayeva,
it gave what she saw. Before, she wandered around in the desert, itself already a
kind of dreadful agony. But seeing even took the desert away from her. She started
to see when she was at the end of the world, when she no longer had even an earth
to put her feet on or a human being to speak to.

We can also let ourselves be haunted by the Sakharov couple. In my view, they
ask the same ultimate and necessary question. Next to the fact that they are vener-
able, they must have in themselves that treasure of treasures, the inextinguishable
spark of faith. They must have faith to remain alone, a trinket of voice against
eight hundred million deaf ears. These are people who decided to stay where there
are no ears. Their faith is that some day, somewhere, there will be open ears. It is
not necessarily for tomorrow, but perhaps in two hundred years.
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What produces springs in the desert? For the poet Sakharov, it may be God or a
synonym. It may be childhood. Some people had a childhood, but a great many
never did. Their childhood blew away like dead leaves and nothing remained.
Those who keep their childhood already have a world behind them. Sometimes,
there may be another childhood, something that comes in its place, old age for
example, with an immense memory. It can be the heritage of those who wander,
like the Jews, or of those who have behind them the Book of History and a very
long story that made them cross time. Those who have five thousand years behind
them say to themselves that perhaps, in another five thousand, there will be some-
thing else. That is why it is not surprising to read in a text by Tsvetayeva the words
we have seen addressed to Mandelstam, "All poets are Jews." And then there are
those who were given poetry in their cradle, and who know that if there is nothing
left, there still is the world of language. I take the risk of saying that these people
answer nothingness, from the desert to disaster, poetically. They are people who
at the very moment of struggle, of encounter with historical disasters, work on
language, transform it, work it, garden it, graft it. They are masters of the signi-
fier. Language is their universe and with it they build a little house that is a palace.
They grow forests, gardens, build mountains. They need and transform lan-
guage. It is of no surprise that one finds that work on the signifier is formed among
people who staked their tents in language: Rimbaud, Lispector, Tsvetayeva, Ce-
lan, and others.

Marina Tsvetayeva, "The Devil" and "Mother and Music":
The Verbal Parent

In her short stories Tsvetayeva tells us her sumptuous childhood memories.
Tsvetayeva can be related to George Sand, with whom she has in common an
imaginary that is feminine. George Sand and Marina Tsvetayeva are probably not
the only ones to have seen the devil, their devil, their god-devil. An essential and
secret story circulates between the maternal and the child, but what will it be? For
Tsvetayeva something undecidable remains. We constantly see here and in her
other texts —especially in her Nine Letters —a. very strong accent on virility.
From her early childhood, a sexual struggle is waged with the maternal. The real
mother exists, but somewhat like Virginia Woolf in her biography, Tsvetayeva
benefited from a variety of maternal elements. First of all, there is another mother,
since Tsvetayeva's father had a first wife. Tsvetayeva is determined by a family
history that she retells at great length. The first wife was a singer, and the second,
Tsvetayeva's mother, plays the piano. The whole house is swept away in a torrent
of music. But, like the work of the devil, everything can be divided. There is
another mother who dies and there is the mother, Meyn, who is Polish and speaks
German. Tsvetayeva speaks of her in relation to the German signifier, mein,
"mine," that is also related to mind, "thought." She always hears these signifiers.
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The mother tongue is double, it is fractured. From early childhood on, everything
is sung and played in German, preserved in the text, especially through nursery
rhymes. Hence the maternal prevails in Tsvetayeva's writing. The father's first
wife, the singer, was Russian. Valeria, her daughter, is Tsvetayeva's half-sister.
We can sense in the pages of these stories conflict and concord in a family with two
mothers, both of whom had the same fate. They both died very young, probably of
tuberculosis. The mother's illness becomes a recurring theme that can be put side
by side with Clarice Lispector's texts. Everything is troubled, divided through
doubling and loss.

At the beginning of "The Devil" Tsvetayeva imagines that she enters his
house, which has a woman as doorkeeper. She enumerates a series of women, all
nurses, but never "my mother." It does not matter because the space of the
"mother" is quite vast: The first and the second mother; the one who gives per-
mission and the one who prohibits. Valeria herself is also a form of mother. Every-
thing is under the sign of the mother, for or against her, with or without her, but the
accent is on the mother.

One discovers also — since everything is divided and mirrored — that hell is
paradise. In the room of the house, fruit is given. The room is a paradise garden, a
prohibited paradise, the way the Devil is God and Tsvetayeva commits the su-
preme sin by calling him God-Devil.

"Mother and Music" can be put side by side with "The Devil." Tsvetayeva
could have said "My Devil and Music," or "My God and Music." While reading
these two texts, I chose as a title for meditation: ' 'The Verbal Parent." I found this
expression in the first text, where the entire world was engendered by the piano
and its ' 'other world." Tsvetayeva's sources — and she is very conscious of it — are
the world and the names of the world; in other words, everything that deals with
naming. She goes from one world to the other literally by '' swimming" in a verbal
flow. In "Mother and Music," for example, the piano is decomposed into each of
its real elements. Tsvetayeva tries to become conscious of all the mysteries of the
world that are produced by a cosmic, even maritime piano. The piano tells us how
it is earth and sea and how it contains all the words. Each word opens and divides
indefinitely. The piano makes her cross over into another world, that of language.
She struggles with each element of the world of music and is at war with the
metronome.

The story of the pedal ensues. The mother constantly enters the text. She is
repression personified and at the same time a genius. She is a magnificent and
terrible being but in all the texts the reader can feel that the mother made her
children pay for her oncoming death.

"She can't even reach the ground, but she already wants the pedal! What do
you want to be: a musician or (swallowing the 'Liora') a lady who, except for the
pedal and her rolling eyes . . . No. You must learn with your hand to give the
pedal! I did it, with the foot, only in the absence of my mother, but at such length
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that I no longer knew if it was I who was pressing or if it was still the pedal (that I
imagined in fact as a golden shoe, Plattfuss, of Cinderella!). The pedal, this Platt-
fuss or flatfoot, also had a verbal parent Pedell, the inspector of student meetings
who, at one of these reunions, had taken away Arkadi Alexandravitch (Arkaex-
anytch) whom Assia and I were crazy about, the Arkadi Alexandrovitch of An-
dre's repertory. This pedel brought about the second poem in my life:

Everybody runs to the meeting.
Where is the meeting, the meeting is where?
The meeting is outside.''

The little poems are similar to those we read at the beginning of Joyce's or
Clarice Lispector's work. Pedell is a man, but also the pedal.

"Mother and Music" opens on all the books Tsvetayeva was reading when she
was little, especially on Hector Malot's children's classic Sansfamille, published
in 1878. In Sansfamille, there is a little boy whose name is Remi. He is named
implicitly in Tsvetayeva's text, the beginning of which reads: do, re, mi, do, re,
mi. Tsvetayeva discovered when she was little that there was another side of the
mirror and that there were verbal parents. On the one side, the family was compli-
cated, divided, doubling itself, playing at life and death like musical instruments,
and killing, because the two mothers, the first and the second, killed their children
with music. On the other side, another, immense family was linked by contamina-
tion: a metonymic family that goes through language. In the verbal family, Pudel,
the poodle, Pedell, meetings, revolution, repression, the pedal of the piano all
engendered one another. And they all constitute a universe that makes music and
produces meaning. If Tsvetayeva had studied English, she could have used Alice's
mirror, but given her cultural context, she takes her treasures from German and
French.

In George Sand's world the child has an originary access to language that is
mostly going to be quickly prohibited and repressed through hierarchization, clas-
sification, both at home and at school. In Tsvetayeva, probably because her
mother was dedicated to music, but also because elements of foreign languages
were scattered everywhere, language floats unfettered. The mother is a foreigner,
several languages are spoken at home and one can go from one drawer to the other.
To give homage to such a rich text we would have to take up each little anecdote,
because each is like a little door that opens. Following the mirror and study of the
mirror we can tell the whole story.

I come back to "The Devil," a text of apprenticeship. The unfolding remains
completely poetic because the text is absolutely faithful to childhood experiences
and to an economy that is going to exceed the family and include fatality, death,
and prohibition. All the characters are admirably encamped in an oblique way.
The father, a university professor, is always absent, always distracted. The mother
loves only music. There are the half-brother and half-sister, and the two worlds
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simultaneously representing life and death. Above all, the question of survival
reigns. The constant reinscription of the first, respected, dead mother is always
there and incarnated in the children of the first marriage, of the first "bed." In a
certain way the first bed is important. The devil is in the first bed. This whole
world defends itself against its end, against its limits and its disappearance. It has
found its infinite quality in this mirror that — as in Lewis Carroll — does not simply
refer to the side of the same, but opens onto the infinite registers of the other.

The devil is a composite character, between lion and Great Dane. He is naked,
without fur. The devil's nakedness is quite insistent. At the beginning of the story,
we are told that the little girl is bareheaded and the "back of her head is shorn of
hair."12 Tsvetayeva, ahead of her times, insists repeatedly on being a woman with
short hair.

The devil has mixed features. He is at the same time a peasant woman from
Ryazan and a pharaoh from the Louvre. He embodies the most archaic elements of
Russian soil, and the most ancient cultural memory. The Great Dane is one of
Tsvetayeva's favorite characters. He can be found in Nine Letters as a cross be-
tween dog and wolf. In some passages of her correspondence with Rilke and
Pasternak, he reappears in the form of a beloved dog with which she exchanges
kisses. She makes mention of it in one of her first letters, dated May 12, 1926,
written from Saint-Gilles-sur-Vie, and this is not by chance.

On Ascension Day, 1926, she writes:
"Your penciled notation (is this right? no, annotation, I suppose!) —those

dear, airy three words: to a dog [a quote from Rilke's Sonnets to Orpheus}. Dear
one, this takes me right back to the middle of my childhood, age eleven; that is to
say, into the Black Forest (into the very middle of it!). And the headmistress (Fraulein
Brinck was her name, and she was gruesome) is saying, 'This little Satan's brat,
Marina, makes one forgive anything; all she has to do is say "a dog"!'

'' (A dog — yowling with ecstasy and emotion and wanting — a Hund with three
M-M-M'S. They weren't pedigree dogs, just street mongrels!)

"Rainer, the purest happiness, a gift of happiness, pressing your forehead on
the dog's forehead, eye to eye, and the dog, astonished, taken aback, and flattered
(this doesn't happen every day!), growls. And then one holds his muzzle shut with
both hands (since he might bite from sheer emotion) and kisses, just smothers him."'3

Marina is diabolical. She plays on dogs and words, with this privilege con-
stantly given to the protective dog who is at the same time part man. In "The
Devil," Tsvetayeva herself plays the devil as part lion and mastiff. S/he is sitting in
Valeria's room:

"There was no movement, He sat, I stood. And —I loved him" (296).
Love is linked to contemplation and the absolute. Why is she in Valeria's room?

Analyzing it, she notes that it is a room with books, that is, a library. This library
has a mirror:
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"I move with my eyes . . . from the screen to the book cabinet, such a strange
cabinet where instead of books you see yourself, and even to the little cabinet with
its —as Nurse says —"good-for-nothings" (299).

The room cannot be exhausted since there are not only books in which one sees
the other but a mirror in which one can see oneself, and so on.

This place has been called "the tree of knowledge" (300). Here the war with
her mother begins since the latter prohibits the reading of the books, which, of
course, makes them passionately interesting. Gogol's Dead Souls, forbidden by
the mother, is the first title to come up. In a slippage, Tsvetayeva writes that the
dead souls are prohibited by the mother:

"I would press against [the stove] with the back of my head, shorn of hair,
burning hot from summer, while I read aloud to Lera what was forbidden by
mother and therefore permitted — put into my hands —by Lera: Dead Souls,
which — the dead bodies and the souls — I never did find, never read up to, because
at the last second when they were supposed to, were just ready to appear —the
dead bodies and the souls too — as if on purpose mother's step would be heard
(incidentally, she never did come in but only, every single time, at the right mo-
ment — as if run on a mechanism — went walking by) and, feeling weak from quite
another fear, a real live one, I would stuff the huge book under the bed (that very
one!)" (296).

All the secrets are here in the library. In addition there are forbidden fruits:
' 'Love was there in [Valeria's] room, love lived there, and not only her love and

love for her, for the seventeen-year-old girl; all those albums, notes, patchouly,
spiritualistic seances, sympathetic inks, tutors, tutoring, dress-ups as marquise,
oiling of eyelashes — but stop there! Out of the deep well of the dresser, up and out
of the rustle of velvets, corals, combed-out hair, paper flowers . . . they were
focused on me —eyes looking my way! —the silver pellets" (300-1).

Again, we find the eyes of the devil, these metal eyes that looked on in a
mysterious manner:

"Candies, but terrible, pills, but silver, edible silver beads that she for some
reason devoured just as secretly (blocking the view with her back and with her
forehead on the dresser) as I devour (with my forehead on the book cabinet) the
'Pearls of Russian Poetry' " (301).

Everything is here: the dangerous pieces of candy, the silver pills that also
become poisonous metal eyes and resemble the poetic pearls that become edible.
Valeria swallows it all in a scene revealing the world of femininity.

"Subsequently (so as to put the reader at ease) it turned out that the pills were
the most innocent kind, 'contre les troubles' etc., the most usual, young ladylike
pills" (301).

The reader guesses that they are some kind of aspirin, taken most likely at the
time of menstruation, something that cannot be named. Tsvetayeva associates
femininity with the pearls of Russian poetry.
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In the episode of the drowning she is saved by the devil. Tsvetayeva narrates a
form of birth. The card games matter to her. Among them is the story of the green
character with a red carbuncle. Everything takes place in German. The green
character quoted by the mother is once again the devil. A long meditation on cards
ensues and if Lewis Carroll fixed once and for all the play with the mirror,
Tsvetayeva can be said to have done the same for card games. She meditates at
length on the mystery of cards, on this strange tribe of beings with two heads,
upside down and refusing to have legs, these homeless characters reigning over
numerous subjects, three or four of the same color. Tsvetayeva fashions a God-
Devil from the world of cards. The cards constantly reverse themselves, since the
other side is the same. God is the Devil and at the same time secrets abound.
A whole people, a system of mysterious power is a key for history when Black
Peter (Der Schwarze Peter) emerges. The latter has to be gotten rid of at all
costs. The secret of this game is that it is the key to Tsvetayeva's economy of pas-
sions. It shows how dangerous it is to play cards when one is not even fifteen
years old.

' The point of the game was to foist off on another person the Jack of Spades,
the Schwarze Peter, the way in old times you passed on a fever to a neighbor and
even now you pass on a cold: you pass it on and by bestowing it, you get rid of it.
At first, when there were lots of cards and players, there wasn't any game at all,
properly speaking" (305).

She describes the game. The mystery begins with the Black Peter who is
Tsvetayeva's devil:

"Never, perhaps, did he feel me so much his own as when I so cunningly and
dazzlingly gave him away, got rid of him, once again concealed my secret and
his, and perhaps the main thing, once again was able to get along —even without
him" (306).

This may remind the reader of how much, elsewhere, she does without those
she loves, in particular throughout her correspondence.

"So as to say it all: the game of Schwarze Peter was the same as a meeting with
someone secretly and burningly beloved —in a crowd: the colder —the hotter, the
farther off—the nearer, the more a stranger —the more mine, the more unbear-
able—the more blissful" (306).

That is where God and the Devil are interchangeable. We can read it in her
Letters of 1926 and also in her Nine Letters. Is Tsvetayeva a monster? No, she is a
poet. She is God, Devil, and the Black Peter. She moves in an inverted economy
where she can find only through loss. And she has an infinite capacity for loss.

The text bursting forth from this burning source has a most rigorous construc-
tion. At the end Tsvetayeva received the devil from her mother. As she is very
sick, she has the right to ask for a gift. She dares to ask her mother for the devil. It
is the first time that the mother gives her the devil. The mother brings her the devil
in a small bottle. There follows a funny scene in which the mother tells her to be
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careful, because if she heats the bottle it will explode. As in the story of Solomon,
Tsvetayeva smashes the devil during the night. In the epilogue, we can see the
difference in economies between mother and daughter:

'"There now, you see,' said mother, sitting over my quiet tears, 'you must
never become attached to a thing that can break. And they —they all break! Re-
member the commandment: "Do not make thyself a false idol"?'

" 'Mama,' I said, shaking myself away from the tears like a dog from water,
'and what makes a rhyme with "idol?" "Adele"?' " (317).

She never loses her tongue. In the struggle for the devil, the mother has given
up for her daughter a little bit of devil that the latter loses right away. The mother's
advice is not to get attached to objects —or subjects, men, or even mothers. Ev-
erything dies, disappears. But in the mirror there remains "Adele," the "idol."
The infinite entry into the world of poetry remains. If she does not have a mother,
at least she has a verbal parent.

Tsvetayeva's texts are both infinite and very harsh, but they are without hatred.
When the daughter goes over to the infinite of language, she experiences a great
love for the mother and for what she lets the mother do to her.

I come back to the Letters of 1926 to read these effects in Tsvetayeva's cre-
ations. In the introduction to the French translation Correspondance a trois, a
quotation from Tsvetayeva's Quelques lettres de Rainer Maria Rilke (31-32),
omitted in the English translation, shows how she insists on translation as
nachdichten. The passage is a translation, a passage, a transference, a traversal of
the mirror, or of what she called in a German neologism nachdichten, from
dichten, "to compose poetry," and nach, "afterward."

' 'Today I want Rilke to speak through me. This is called translating in common
language. (How much better it sounds in German: nachdichten!) Following the
trace of another poet, to fray once more the road he already frayed. So much for
nach (afterward), but there is dichten, something always new. (Nachdichten is to
fray anew a path that grass invades instantly.) But translation also means some-
thing else. One does not simply make one language pass into the other (Russian,
for example), one also passes a river. I make Rilke pass into Russian, the way he
will one day make me pass into another world" (14).

The stakes of poetry consist in crossing over, through the river of language, to
the other side, into another language and another world. Poets are passers or
trespassers. We could also add in this context the English expression: No trespass-
ing. These poets succeed in "trespassing" from one language to the other, and
within language itself. They ascend, decompose, recompose incessantly with
words, images, and genres. They manage to give their hands to one another with-
out concretely doing so. They give a hand to each other through a symbolic mar-
riage of poets, of poetry, of something that to this very day cannot be effaced.

Tsvetayeva's ' 'Lettre a 1'Amazone" takes up the problem of female homosexuality.14
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Though its pronouncements on the topic are dated, the letter can hold our interest
in relation to Tsvetayeva and writing. The text can be situated not far from what I
just discussed, on a border both strange and familiar. The poet is looking for an
interlocutor, a descendant, a child-echo of her own poetry, of her own music. I
want to speak of this child-echo. One can find in Tsvetayeva — as in Clarice's texts
traversed by desert and absence —a certain way of treating this "theme." In the
antigarden represented by the desert, the question accompanying the poet like her
shadow under the sun is: Who am I to be so alone? Who am I if I am not with
another? The demand for another is always mute but piercing. All these texts ask
for another and all the poets ask for another language, even for a foreign language
perhaps, because the essence of poetry is to find strangeness in language. Every
great poet translates another, out of love, but also because the calling of a foreign
tongue is quite unlike one's own familiar language. All these poets are accom-
panied, doubled, divided by the other, in particular around sexual difference or
something they do or do not take into account.

In "Lettre a FAmazone" Tsvetayeva's work on language is of a poetic kind,
but the content deals with female homosexuality. Tsvetayeva is in two places at
once: in that of the homosexual who is alone, absolutely, because she has no
descendants, and in her own place. The question is: Who in Tsvetayeva is the
woman who writes this letter?

The repetition o f ' 'You will go away, you will go away," can be taken as refrain
or exorcism. The myths that cross this letter all refer in a banal way to what one
encounters in such situations, that is, the myth of the couple. What is the destiny
of the couple? Tsvetayeva describes mythological couples who are with or without
children. While noting a list of famous couples, she says something perfectly true:
Lovers have no children. In her letter many remarks are made that a woman an-
alyst could have written in the 1920s on both the homosexual and the heterosexual
situation in relation to amorous passion. There is the list of absolute lovers, that is,
of those who cannot have another, and then we have the old lovers like Philemon
and Bausice.

"lie. Cime. Seule" (44).
In a sliding effect we move from lie (Island), to time (summit) to seule (alone).
Then we slide to a new paragraph with saiile (willow):

"Saule pleureur! Saule eplore! Saule, corps et ame des femmes! Nuque
eploree du saule [Weeping willow! Tearful willow! Willow, body and soul of
women! Tearful nape of the willow]" (45).

Tsvetayeva goes from the feminine seule (alone) to the neuter of saule pleureur
(weeping willow) to finish in a kind of uncertainty of gender with saule pleureur,
saule eplore (weeping willow, tearful willow). Then, very quickly, she catches up
with the feminine in nuque eploree (tearful nape).

The effect on the reader is most painful. In Clarice Lispector, we often hear a
silent scream. Tsvetayeva too screams — and we have to bear it — though it may be
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hard —but in both instances of the enunciation. In her letter we can hear her own
complaint as subtext. The text is truly sad. It is not Tsvetayeva's genius, but her
poverty that comes across in this key sentence:

"L'enfant refoule remonte a la surface de ses yeux comme un noye. II faut etre
aveugle pour ne pas 1'y voir [The repressed child comes back to the surface with
the eyes of a drowned person. One has to be blind not to see her]" (19-20).

Here she is not clear with her' 'friend" or her ' 'enemy," to use her terms. She is
confused and her pronouncements are unacceptable. The truth of the text is hid-
den, covered up. She narrates a brief but universal story where the characters are
in the third person: "she," "the oldest," "the youngest," and from time to time
"me" or "him." The question is: Who does Tsvetayeva think she is? But this is
not even a question. She does not even know how to ask it. She is too confused.
The very idea of writing this letter to Natalie Barney to say: Listen to me but you
do not need to answer me, is unacceptable. Rather, she should say: Don't listen.
Tsvetayeva is very violent but at the same time exudes love. We cannot doubt some
moments of identification, tenderness, and a certain type of comprehension.

The text is dated and could be inserted in a history of homosexuality, or an
account of what it means to be homosexual at a certain period. Tsvetayeva is not
antihomosexual. She remains glued to a cliche of homosexuality rather than trying
to listen to something more profound in herself. Tsvetayeva describes the aban-
donment of the older woman by the younger one, an episode taken from everyday
banality. Her transmission of this kind of constituted discourse does not work. But
something else is disengaged from the text, that is, the marvelous and inalterable
figure of the older woman who remains alone, very dignified. What is at stake for
the couple? The desire for a child. Tsvetayeva writes in fact a text on and of a. child.

The text is rather strange since, as a heterosexual, Tsvetayeva gives advice to
Natalie Barney, who must have dealt very well, in her life, with this kind of
abandonment. She was a very powerful, phallic woman for whom everything
always happened in a nonanalyzed way. Nothing could move, because nothing
was really being symbolized. And when one begins to call oneself an "Amazon,"
as Natalie Barney does, one's destiny has already been decided.

To understand where this bizarre, illegitimate text comes from—it is as the
younger of the two women that Tsvetayeva speaks to Natalie Barney — we have to
go back to "Mother and Music."

As a bearer of the signifier for the "Lettre a I'Amazone" I will take the word
"lacuna," which can carry both black and white. There is "lacuna"; in other
words, there is nothing. It is the black hole whence the text emerges screaming or
moaning, but that I would write as: Iln'ya la qu'une, a pun in French on "lacuna"
and "here there is only one." Tsvetayeva does not know, she cannot know for
whom she is taking herself. The one there (la qu'une) is also the missing one that
she herself is. Tsvetayeva is someone — and this is both a malediction and a bene-
diction—who is completely at the mercy of the signifier. In German, "Marina"
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has echoes of See, both as sea and lake and, containing it, of Seele, soul. The lake
recurs in all of her texts, particularly in "Lettre a 1'Amazone."

I will come back to the sentence, "The repressed child comes back up to the
surface with the eyes of a drowned person." In Tsvetayeva a hidden yet insistent
protest is made against drowning. Do not drown me, she seems to say. This re-
minds us of Freud's analysis in The Interpretation of Dreams. A father who is
holding a wake over the body of his dead child dreams that the child tells him that
he is burning. The father wakes up and sees that a candle has set fire to the room.
Tsvetayeva seems to say continuously: Mother, don't you see that I am drowning?
She has a very strong rapport with the sea. One can say that her name, Marina, is
her destiny.

"Mother and Music" contains the keys to her oeuvre. Tsvetayeva constantly
tries to get away from the infernal machine in which she is caught. Her mother
drowned her and she will eternally remain the drowned child. Hence she pleads
for the cause of a drowned child, as in "Lettre a 1'Amazone," where she says that
as a woman, she is on the side of women and that she is afraid of men. At the same
time, she tells Natalie Barney that she is afraid of her too because she thinks that in
a homosexual relationship the child who should be saved is being drowned. And
she is the child! The whole text says: If you drown the child you drown me, I am
drowning.

I recall the beginning of "Mother and Music"; it begins with a nonbirth:
"When, instead of the longed-for, predetermined, almost preordained son Al-

exander, all that was born was just me, mother, proudly choking back a sigh, said:
'At least she'll be a musician' " (271).

The musician-mother was expecting a son. She is not going to make a son of
her daughter, but she gives her over to the Minotaurus and decides to orient her
toward music. From the first page we will see how she is going to be surrounded
by music and musical exercises. She will be submerged with music and her im-
mense verbal universe will be "caused" by music. Music talks to her. That is
where she saves herself. Like a drowning person who tries to hang on to some-
thing, she hangs on to words in order to escape music. The musical "do, re, mi"
resurges in the name of the little Remi, of Hector Malot's Sans Famille, a popular
children's novel of the time. Tsvetayeva is going to cross music like deadly waters.
She is going to make up with the words in music, including the names of musical
notations. She begins with the beginning, with little Remi, who has no family.
There are three dogs in Malot's novel: Capi, Zerbian, and Dolce. Capi reappears
in German as Pudel, "poodle," related by Tsvetayeva to the pedal of the piano.
From the beginning she has a good rapport with Remi's dog. From the time she is
four years old, she relates music to an absence of family.

There is also the other, later message she sends out:
' 'That do-re soon turned into a huge book, half as big as me — a 'koob' as I said

it, for the time being only into its, the 'koob's,' cover, but it turned into a gold of
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such strength and fearfulness piercing forth from that violet that still to this day in
a certain reserved, isolated Undinian place in my heart a fever of heat and fear
persists, as if that murky gold, melted down, had settled at my heart's deepest
depth and from there, at the slightest touch, would rise and suffuse my whole self
right up to the edge of my eyes and burn out my tears" (271).

In this sumptuous passage, "Undine," who will recur a few more times, re-
appears. She is one of these identificatory figures that come up as Tsvetayeva
reads. Undine is from a German romantic story. Fouquet, an old emigre of the
French Revolution, became a German romantic writer. His most famous text,
Undine, tells the tale of a young woman who comes out of the water and feels an
extraordinary passion for a knight. She is another form of, a kind of aquatic ver-
sion of Psyche. The condition is always the same. The message is that one should
not violate the secret of the origins. When the silence is broken, the secret is
violated. Undine dies, and so does her knight. The story deals with a question of
appurtenance to a very ambivalent and mortal water.

"Pater nosterqui es incoelis [Our Father, who art in heaven]" (272) makes the
father quasi-absent. He comes out of the library like a ghost. The watery element
marks Tsvetayeva, and she might entertain with him the same relationship as water
does with the skies, with something that is not mortal, that would be posthumous,
in a restful place. The earth and the mother are not very restful. It is only as a dead
person that one accedes to the skies. For Tsvetayeva, salvation goes toward
heights. But salvation is always paradoxical, since it occurs in the midst of soli-
tude. A recurring thought seems to be: I liked you at such heights that I am now
buried in the sky. For her, an unhappy choice has to be made between acceding to
the summit, the sky, and man on the one hand, and trying to "un-drown" herself
from the mother on the other. As she says:

"I was also put in touch with the piano — do-re-mi on keys —right away. My
hand proved to have an amazing reach. 'Five years old and it almost takes an
octave, a li-i-itle bit more to reach,' mother would say stretching out the missing
distance with her voice, and, so that I wouldn't get conceited: 'But then of course
her feet are like that too!' " (272).

The mother fills everything. With the extension of her voice, she fills the miss-
ing space. While the little girl begins to climb musically, the mother already
invades the entire space. The longer it lasts, the worse it becomes. The mother was
in a hurry because she was going to die:

"Oh how my mother hurried with musical notes, with alphabet letters, with the
Undines, the Jane Eyres, the Anton Goremykas, with contempt for the physical
pain, with Saint Helena, with the one against all the many, with the one — without
all the many, as if she knew that she didn't have time, no matter what she wouldn't
have time for everything, no matter what she wouldn't have time for anything, so
here —at least this and at least this too, and this too, and then this . . . so there'd
be something to remember her with! So as to feed them full all at once —for a
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whole lifetime! From the first minute to the last, how she gave to us —and even
pressed upon us !-not letting herself be calmed, be depressed (or us be set at rest),
she poured down, she pounded down right to the brimful — impression upon im-
pression and memory upon memory, as if into a trunk already crammed full
(which, however, proved bottomless), inadvertently or on purpose? Pounding it
down deep —what was most valuable —to protect it longer from eyes, as a stock
against that extreme eventuality when 'everything is sold,' and beyond the ex-
treme—the dive into the trunk where, it turns out, there is still —everything. So
that the trunk bottom at the last moment would give us something. (Oh, the bot-
tomlessness of mother's depth, the perpetualness of her giving!) Mother truly
buried herself alive inside us —for life eternal" (275).

Tsvetayeva is taken up with excess, with what is overfull, too painful, or too
forceful. She is a victim of her mother's excess. At one point, she says:

"[Mother] tested our strength of resistance: would our ribcages fall in?" (276).
And further:
' 'Mother deluged us with music. (We never again floated free from that music

turned into Lyricism —out into the light of the day!) Mother flooded us like an
inundation. Her children, like those poor people's shacks on the banks of all great
rivers, were doomed from their inception. Mother deluged us with all the bitter-
ness of her own unrealized vocation, her own unrealized life, she deluged us with
music as if with blood, the blood of a second birth. I can say that I was born not ins
Leben, but in die Musik hinein" (283).

Hinein really implies going into an interior, as if music were a place into which
one could penetrate.

"From the beginning I heard the best of everything that could be heard (includ-
ing the future). How could I, after the unbearable magic of those streams every
evening (those very Undinian, forest-kingly, 'pearly streams') even hear my own
honest, dreary 'playing' that crawled out from under my skin to my own counting
and the metronome's clicking?" (283).

She is clearly swallowed up by the mother-music who impregnates her almost
through the skin with lyricism and who threatens her to death. This produces an
extraordinary dislike for the sea. When Tsvetayeva lives in France, she has a most
ambivalent relation with the sea and with everything maritime, hence maternal;
she will invest herself in the mountains. She has an extraordinary and abstract
passion for mountains, as we can read in this letter of May 23, 1926, to Pasternak:

But there's one thing, Boris: I don't like the sea. Can't bear it. A vast
expanse and nothing to walk on —that's another. Why Boris, it's the same
thing all over again, i.e., it's my notorious, involuntary immobility. My
inertness. My beastly intolerance, whether I want to be tolerant or not.
And the sea at night?-Cold, terrifying, invisible, unloving, filled with
itself—like Rilke (itself or divinity, no matter). I pity the earth: it feels
cold. The sea never feels cold, it is cold —i t is all its horrible features.
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They are its essence. An enormous refrigerator (at night). An enormous
boiler (in the daytime). And perfectly round. A monstrous saucer. Flat,
Boris. An enormous flat-bottomed cradle tossing out a baby (a ship)
every minute. It cannot be caressed (too wet). It cannot be worshipped
(too terrible). As I would have hated Jehovah, for instance, as I hate any
great power. The sea is a dictatorship, Boris. A mountain is a divinity. A
mountain has many sides to it. A mountain stoops to the level of Mur
[Tsvetayeva's son] (touched by him!) and rises to Goethe's brow; then,
not to embarrass him, rises even higher. A mountain has streams, nests,
game. A mountain is first and foremost what I stand on, Boris. My exact
worth. A mountain is a great dash on the printed page, Boris, to be filled
in with a deep sigh (119).

The parentheses require analysis. As apartes, they go far. Perhaps they are
places of childhood. Of course, it can be said that she takes herself for a mountain
or for a divinity. In order not to bother Goethe, she overtakes him. Indeed, she has
a double image of herself that is immense and completely desperate. But while she
dislikes the mother, the mountain functions as divinity.

I come back to "Mother and Music," to a passage that Lacan would have liked. It
could be called the piano stage. Tsvetayeva analyzes the different pianos she knew
in her childhood:

"The third and maybe the longest piano —is the one you sit under: the piano
from below, the whole underwater, underpiano world. Underwater not only be-
cause of the music poured on your head: behind our piano, between it and the
windows, which were blocked by its black earthen mass, set off and reflected by
the piano, as if by a black lake, stood plants, palms and philodendrons that turned
the subpiano parquet floor into a real watery bottom, with green light on faces and
fingers and with real roots you could touch with your hands, and where, like great
wonders, mother's feet and the pedals soundlessly moved.

"A sober question: why did the plants stand behind the piano? So it would be
less convenient to water them? (It could happen, with mother in charge and her
disposition!) But from that combination: of piano water and watering water,
mother's hands that played and mother's hands that watered, hands that poured out
in turn first water, then music, the piano was forever identified in my mind with
water, water and green: leafy and watery sounds.

"That's —mother's hands; and now —mother's feet. Mother's feet were separate
living beings completely unconnected with the edge of her long black skirt" (288).

After this lengthy evocation of a visit into the maternal subworld, she arrives at
the piano stage:

"The fourth piano —the one you stand above: you look and looking you enter
it, and the one which, in years' gradations, the opposite of going into a river and of
every law of depth, is first over your head, then up to your neck (and seeming to
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cut your head clean off with its black edge colder than a knife!), then up to your
chest and then up to your waist" (289).

An inversion of movement occurs. The piano changes in size. This kind of
mirror movement involves a transference of activity onto the other:

' 'You look and in looking, you look at yourself, gradually bringing first the end
of your nose, then your mouth, then your forehead in contact with its black and
hard coldness (Why is it so deep and so hard? Such water and such ice? Such yes
and such no?). But besides trying to get into the piano with your face, there was
also simple childish playfulness: blowing the way you blow on a windowpane,
and on the opaque, already receding oval breath, hurrying to get your nose and
mouth printed; the nose comes out like a round five-kopeck piece, and your
mouth —- all puffed out as if a bee had bit it all around! in deep lateral bands like a
flower, and twice as short as in real life, and twice as broad, and it disappears right
away, merging with the piano's blackness as if the piano had taken my mouth —
and swallowed it" (289-90).

The piano becomes the mother. It shakes everything up and carries off Marina's
mouth:

"And sometimes, short on time, with a check on all the music room doors: into
the front entrance — one, into the dining room — two, into the living room — three,
into the mezzanine — four; from which, from all of them at once, mother might
come out, I simply kissed the piano for the coldness on my lips. No, you can go
twice into the same river. And there, from the darkest depths, a round, five-year-
old, inquiring face comes toward me, with no smile, rosy even through black-
ness — like a Negro plunged into dawn, or a rose in an inky pond. The piano was
my first mirror and my first awareness of my own face was through blackness,
through its translation into blackness, as into a language dark but comprehensible.
That is how it was my whole life: to understand the simplest thing I had to plunge it
into poetry, to see it from there" (290).

The piano is in the place of the mother. To look at oneself in the piano is also to
look into the mother-sea-mirror, and at that point it is to see in this mutation of
colors an indication of how one can read the lacuna, both black and white. What
remains is white but at the same time there is this black hole and these roses
plunged into the ink-lake, this return of an image in black that carries all the
connotations of black, since it is said to be a black person. There is an associative
whole, so to speak, of black and ink, of yes and no, as it were. And then, in true
blackness, or as she says, "into a language dark but comprehensible," the other
side of the black mirror is going to be there. The other world, the black sea, is in
relation with the "rose in an inky pond," whence surge these lines. It is necessary
to pass through the bad mother in order to find the good source. Writing surges
from the mirage, from the mirroring of the self in the black mirror of the piano.
Writing is the hollow of the mother, her inverse. As soon as the mother-music
dies, as soon as she withdraws, Marina stops playing.
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"I didn't stop, but I gradually reduced it to nothing" (293).
She effectuates the mother's death by reducing her to zero.

"The teachers of my numerous schools, who at first had oh'd and ah'd, soon
stopped ohing and ahing and then oh'd and ah'd in a very different tone of voice. I
taciturnly and stubbornly reduced my music to nothing. Thus, the sea, receding,
leaves pits behind, at first deep, then getting shallower, then barely damp. Those
musical pits —the traces of mother's seas —stayed in me for good" (293).

With less mother and with more earth and mountain Tsvetayeva advances into
writing, but all the while keeping some archaic humidity.

This dilemma will reappear in "Lettre a 1'Amazone," which is full of sea:
"And she who began by not wanting a child from him, will end up wanting a

child from her. And, because it cannot be, she will leave some day, loving but
persecuted by the lucid and powerful jealousy of the other —and still that some
day she will fall, a wreck, into the arms of the first passerby" (18).

After her mother's death Tsvetayeva becomes sometimes daughter, sometimes
mother. The island is both sea and earth: "The island —earth that is not earth."
That is how, in "Lettre a 1'Amazone," the relationship between mother and earth
is played out in the older woman. An earth from which one cannot leave; an earth
one has to love since everyone is condemned to it. A place whence everything is
seen. The relationship between sea and mother has to be heard in it. ' 'Only in the
convent we have God to help us, here, in the island, the sea to drown ourselves."
The love of the older woman in a homosexual relationship pushes the child toward
the mother:

' 'Looks can kill. There are none, since the dark-haired woman is leaving, alive
and well, on the arm of the older one — the loved one. Enveloping her in the blue
folds of her long dress that physically put between the one who stays behind and
the one who leaves the irremediable limit of the seas" (37).

Elsewhere, she marks a strong opposition between sea and mountain (43).
Nothing meaningful can be taken from the sea. The image of the willow with
which she identifies resurges: "Tearful nape of the willow. Grey hair brushed
forward into the face in order not to see anything anymore. Gray hair sweeping the
face of the earth" (45). That is what remains of the mother. "Water, air, moun-
tains, trees have been given us in order to understand the deeply hidden soul of
humans" (47). Water is acceptable only on condition that it be tears, regulated and
not immense like the "saucer" of the sea.

This is one of the stakes of the text. The other can be found at the level of
Tsvetayeva's extraordinary technique. We have to hear what emerges from Tsveta-
yeva's own pain, that is, where she, like the older abandoned woman, is the vic-
tim. She insists on pain to the point where we could speak in her text less of the
eternally feminine than of pain as woman. We can take this statement in parentheses:

"(Why did she come? To hurt herself. At times, that is all we have left.)" (35).
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All these murmurs are Tsvetayeva's own pain that she shares through identi-
fication.

' 'The child begins in us well before his beginning" (20) is what she indicates as
a feminine destiny. It can be contested by those who do not consider themselves
denned by the child. But the fact remains that the child is expected, sometimes as
in a trap. It is the coup of Alexander. The mother expects Alexander but Marina
comes out. In my reading, I want to plead Tsvetayeva's cause a little bit. Her text is
unacceptable, but the reader has to see from where it is written.

Poetry and the Jewish Question

The poet is, like the Jew, without property but distinguished nevertheless by a
mark. For the Jew the mark will be a cut, a cut he carries ritualistically on his
body— that is to say, circumcision. The cut distinguishes, separates, and puts in
place symbolic exclusion. It is the very cut experienced by the poet who is ex-
pelled from the city. For the Jew, the mark becomes literal and legible. We need to
deliteralize and resymbolize circumcision. I associate its circumference with what
poets, such as Celan, have called "the meridian." I choose to read the meridian as
a strange circle that traces the separation of the universe into two sides. For the
Jews, this circle would divide the world into those who are on the side of alliance
and those who are not. In its origins, circumcision is an Egyptian practice that the
Jews adopted very late, long after Abraham's sacrifice, considered by us to be the
origin of circumcision.

The English word is different from the Hebrew, in which circumcision opens a
semantic field of benediction, sanctification — much more than a simple cut.

Yet the cut, the separation, marks poetic texts such as those of Paul Celan, or
here, for our purposes, that of Marina Tsvetayeva, who went so far as to feel
herself "Jewish." It refers in her text to a feeling of strangeness, to an element that
marks her positively and negatively, voluntarily and involuntarily. It is the fact
that the poet is unappropriated or expropriated. The poetic condition is marked by
this very condition of estrangement. This could be a restriction but, in fact, it
functions as its opposite. It is often inscribed, as in Celan, as an opening, /opens
and flows into you. The other Jew is also the same but especially other, even other
than Jewish. We have the same in Clarice Lispector where a wound opens onto the
other, but as a good wound. All those who inhabit language as poets —this is
a quote from HSlderlin — are Jews, and vice versa. To say that is already a
trope. Only a poet is capable of uttering it. I will add, in order to show the open-
ing, the flowing of the term "Jewish" into the other, that anyone can be a Jew,
anyone who is sensitive to the cut, to what, by marking a limit, produces other-
ness. The cut or the limit is also in language. And, finally, a flow of breath, a
continuous ribbon, is interrupted by a movement of the lips that cuts words and
syllables. Clarice Lispector says in The Passion according to G. H. that we should
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no longer talk about creating such units, such pieces of flesh.15 This means that
she knows flesh does not consist of blocks of meaning, but of sonorous units and
stellar fragments.

Tsvetayeva was obsessed with the pain of not being loved. Celan talks of pain
for the unloved ' 'Jewish" other. The theme of being unloved recurs in Tsvetayeva,
for example in "Poem of the Mountain" and in "Poem of the End." "Poem of the
Mountain," a poem about nonseparation, writes a kind of meridian:

You are a full, unbroken circle, a
whirlwind or wholly turned to stone.
I cannot think of you apart from
love. There is an equals sign.16

Such an effort at gathering will also occur in Celan's texts where, after a gap, a
violent separation and a departure, a reunion takes place near the earth.

"Poem of the Mountain," written on the mountain of a city, that is, on Prague
Mountain, and "Poem of the End" are related to each other. What is the relation-
ship between the mountain and the end? We know from Tsvetayeva's correspon-
dence how she is obsessed with mountains. She loves mountains — while hating
the sea —and attributes an entire system of psychological traits to the mountains.
She puns on something between "mountain" and "suffering." All the beings
are dedicated to mountains. She is Prometheus. She tells us that she is on top of
one mountain and underneath another. Persephone is going to be subterranean.
Tsvetayeva is both on the ground and underground. "Poem of the Mountain"
alludes to the whole mythology of the Titans hidden in the mountains. The Ti-
tans, having been defeated by the gods and buried by the mountains, have sei-
zures underground — which cause earthquakes. Freud constantly reminds us of it
in the metaphor stating that drives are like the Titans who agitate and shake the
entire globe. It could be a simple metaphor, but it goes much further, declaring
that we are human giants whom the gods and the superego try to reduce, repress
and kill.

Mountain many worlds the
gods take revenge on their own likeness! (44)

Tsvetayeva refers to the story of the Titans who pretended to imitate the gods.
Apropos of Tsvetayeva's style, Rilke says that her / is thrown like a pair of dice.
We can even say that she throws herself from the height of her mountain toward
the other-as-chance. This describes her relation to the other, especially, as in these
two poems, to a man. In her writing, texts are produced that are unleashed, liber-
ated from syntax, composed of a handful of words that strike the page.

The exclamation point strikes like an arrow that is shot (decoche). Only few
poets dare to strike and whip their texts with exclamation points that are like
"dashes standing up." Translations usually cannot deal with Tsvetayeva's punc-
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tuation (like Inspector's) and modify it. The exclamation point is a vertical dash,
the exclamation of the dash or the dash exclaiming, rising up like a monument,
like an index. This goes very far. Tsvetayeva's text in Russian is written horizon-
tally and vertically, in a movement that at the same time she continues to describe
and that functions like a kind of morse, a kind of appeal in ciphers. She is someone
who lets musical signs pass through a poetic text.

As a result, reading the poems in translation is disastrous. A word cannot be
displaced without destroying something. This happens with all texts of poetic
value, such as Clarice Lispector's. It is a function of poetry that confers respon-
sibility on the reader. As Celan's themes tell us, poetry addresses and moves
toward the other. Eventually, it becomes a calling to the other. It is the hope of the
other, the other in us, in despair. What will happen if we don't know the language
in which the poem moves? We have to go to its encounter. Such is poetic process,
a move that becomes a political activity in an ethical mode. If we have a sense of
the delicacy of the world, this is exactly what we have to do. One can do some-
thing else, somewhat as I have just done. We have several languages, but some are
missing. We have to put our ears to the ground and listen in order to make the
poem advance.

"Poem of the Mountain" and "Poem of the End" are linked by Tsvetayeva
herself like two sides of a mountain, but the metaphor is more specific. In "Poem
of the Mountain" she climbs a mountain, at least before she herself rises like a
mountain. In "Poem of the End" she says that she is lying under a mountain. The
poem writes the story of a separation, or rather of a rupture, the end of a love that
moves along a path that goes from the city to its outskirts. This city— and it is a
moving one —is Prague, which has been at the center of one of Tsvetayeva's
passions. The movement of walking through this city, with its extraordinary pres-
ence in this poem, something of a passion, of a power to tear apart, and something
of its furor and force of destruction is inscribed on the outskirts of the city and on
the adjacent hills:

Rain rips at us madly.
We stand and break with each other.

In three months, these must be
The first moments of sharing.

Is it true, God, that you even
tried to borrow from Job?

Well, it didn't come off.
Still. We are. Outside town.

Beyond it! Understand? Outside!
That means we've passed the walls.

Life is a place where it's forbidden
to live. Like the Hebrew quarter.
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And isn't it more worthy to
become an eternal Jew?

Anyone not a reptile
suffers the same pogrom.

Life is for converts only
Judases of all faiths.

Let's go to leprous islands
or hell anywhere only not

life which puts up with traitors, with
those who are sheep to butchers!

This paper which gives me the
right to live — I stamp. With my feet.

Stamp! for the shield of David.
Vengeance! for heaps of bodies

and they say after all (delicious) the
Jews didn't want to live!

Ghetto of the chosen. Beyond this
ditch. No mercy

In this most Christian of worlds
all poets are Jews!17

Tsvetayeva's chaos, her ruptures — inconsistently reproduced in English —are
quite regular. Destruction and disarticulation, another rhythm, pervade. Tsveta-
yeva seems to be drawing a kind of harmony from her chaos. The poem is of an
unheard violence, again that cannot be sufficiently rendered in translation. Her
association of poet and Jew —she actually uses the term "Yid"~will serve as
epigraph to Celan's poem Niemandsrose (Nobody's Rose), even though Celan's
rhythm differs greatly from Tsvetayeva's.

For Tsvetayeva, all indications are that something of a Jew is in every poet or
that every poet is Jewish. The point has nothing to do with religion but with what it
means poetically to "be Jewish." She suggests that we are better off as wandering
Jews, belonging where we cannot belong: "Life is a place where it's forbidden to
live." And her insistent cry is: "Outside! Outside town!" Maybe the equivalent of
"outside town" is the mountain. Maybe the place the most outside town is the
mountain.

There are several registers to the mountain in Tsvetayeva's poetry, just as later
on in Celan's. The mountain is the antitown. It is uninhabitable and forces one to
wander. One cannot live in the mountain, which, as in Nietzsche's Thus Spake
Zarathustra, is nevertheless also a place of magnificent isolation. It is the summit
from where one looks on to infinity, toward the horizon and beyond.

Writing after and taking his cue from Tsvetayeva, in his "Conversation in the
Mountains," a kind of staged dialogue, Paul Celan will go beyond "Poem of the
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End." He will even insist on the geological side of the mountain, on its constitu-
tion from the first waters to the last waters. For him, the mountain folds and
unfolds, so that it can be seen into to its very depths, or to the very heart of the
globe.18 And what will the Jews see in Celan's poem? They will see that they
belong neither to the earth, to the mountain, nor the town.

And that is how poets will be able to discover their status again.
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